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In this symposium contribution, I argue that Francisco Suárez’s understand-
ing of the community’s development of “permissive natural law” related to 
economic activity provides a useful and creative interjection into discussions 
of the goals of businesses and economic activity. While good civil laws can 
provide a baseline for economic justice and the common good, they cannot 
replace the necessary communal discernment of the good made possible by 
the market.

Introduction
In 2005 John Mackey, the founder of Whole Foods, argued against Milton 
Friedman that other principles, such as “sympathy, empathy, friendship, love, 
and the desire for social approval” are equally important to business goals as 
maximizing profits.1 Friedman responded, unsurprisingly, that any argument that 
businesses should consider other goals than maximizing profits is either a cover-
up for self-interested advancement (philanthropy makes businesses generate more 
profits) or an attempt by businesses to unjustly aggregate social responsibility to 
themselves away from the individual.2 This skepticism regarding any possible 
relationship between understanding of economics as prioritizing self-interest 
and moral goals such as promoting justice and the care of the community does 
not exist among economists such as Friedman alone. Theologians have been 
equally concerned that economics and moral theology have little in common. 
For example, John Paul II warns against the dangers of “unbridled capitalism” 
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in Centesimus Annus, where he describes how an unfettered market permits the 
acceptability of contracts between employers and laborers that lack “reference 
to the most elementary justice.”3 Other theologians, including Milbank, Tanner, 
and Cavanaugh, argue that a system based on self-interested action necessarily 
implies an unjust use of power, a prioritization of the individual over the com-
munity, and runs contrary to natural justice.4 Thus, some theologians seem to 
believe that the natural law or the pursuit of the common good requires the dis-
solution of the social space of the free market and the rejection of its focus on 
the individual’s self-interest or the corporation’s pursuit of profit.

However, at least a few theologians are more sanguine about the possibility 
for a synergy between the ideals of economic theory based on self-interest and 
a teleological vision of human flourishing.5 For example, theologian and econo-
mist Mary Hirschfeld has recently argued that many theologians and economists 
actually generally agree on broadly desirable outcomes such as a more just 
and equitable society, the development of some form of human happiness and 
flourishing grounded upon a robust, stable view of human nature and the impor-
tance of communal development.6 Pope Francis has described the importance 
of profit in business, as long as its proper role is understood to enhance human 
flourishing rather than oppose it: “Christian thought is not opposed in principle 
to the prospect of profit, but rather is opposed to profit at any cost, to profit 
that forgets man, makes him a slave, reduces him to a ‘thing’ among others, a 
variable in a process that he cannot in any way control or which he cannot in 
any way oppose.”7 In other words, they reject Friedman’s stark bifurcation of 
morality and markets in favor of a potential synergy which aligns self-interest 
with broader human flourishing.

In this essay, I argue that the description of the relationship between natural 
law, the common good, and the pursuit of economic well-being of the individual 
and the community articulated by the early modern Jesuit theologian Francisco 
Suárez presents a creative addition to this reconciliation of economic self-interest 
and other moral goods. Specifically, Suárez’s theory of “permissive natural law” 
articulated in his multivolume work of theological jurisprudence, De Legibus, 
assumes that self-interested human engagement in the market can point com-
munities toward human flourishing and the common good while also leaving 
room for theological critique of injustice according to the standards of natural 
and divine justice.8 
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Self-Interest and Natural Inclinations
Suárez is more often studied for his contribution to legal thought than economic 
thought. However, his work played an important role in the development of a 
tradition, begun in the School of Salamanca and continued on by Jesuit theo-
logians such as Luis de Molina who adapted the work of St. Thomas Aquinas 
to answer economic questions arising in the development of early modern eco-
nomics. These theologians shared a common conviction that Thomas’s theory 
of natural law and the common good provided helpful orientation to engaging 
with the changes in legal and economic development, which creates a promising 
legacy for engagement with economic theory in the modern world.9

Suárez himself indicates that he envisions a connection between natural law 
and economic theory. By posing economic questions repeatedly, he begins to 
lay out his natural law theory in de Legibus. His first example given to illustrate 
his understanding of natural law is in fact an example of an economic activ-
ity—almsgiving: “The poverty of the poor and the economic capacity of the one 
who gives are the foundation of the rectitude and obligation to give alms. And, 
never the less, nobody will say that the poverty of the poor person is the law of 
almsgiving.”10 Rather, Suárez claims, the basis for the rectitude of almsgiving 
is in fact in the natural law. At first, this may not appear to be an example of 
engagement with economic thought, since instead of dealing with questions of 
self-interest, it raises questions of altruism. However, this discussion of alms-
giving had become a key loci for reflection related to the role of the state and 
the role of individual actors in economic engagement in early modern Spain. 
According to Wim Decock, the alternatives were presented by theologians such 
as Domingo de Soto, one of the great theologians of the School of Salamanca, 
as either (1) state-sponsored distributism, by which the control of the process 
rested in the state’s determination of the “deserving” poor or (2) a continued 
reliance upon private charity.11 Thus, by choosing this example of the rule gov-
erning almsgiving, Suárez indicates a connection between natural law and key 
economic principles that would have been instantly identifiable to his readers.

Digging deeper into Suárez’s understanding of the natural law, we encounter 
a connection between proper self-interest as expressed in the natural order both 
resourcing our understanding of natural law and being guided by that understand-
ing. For Suárez, the basic connection between natural law and self-interest is 
tied to his retrieval from Aquinas of the connection between the natural law and 
basic human instincts oriented to the good.12 According to Aquinas, each human, 
despite the effects of the fall, still retains certain “natural inclinations” toward 
that which is beneficial to human existence, for example, from maintaining 
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material being to reproduction to the pursuit of the truth about God and life in 
society.13 The things to which inclinations orient us are “apprehended by reason 
as being good, and consequently as objects of pursuit.”14 The precepts of the 
natural law therefore align with these basic inclinations. Thus, even the most 
sinful intellect can identify with some degree of specificity and certainty some 
of the goods appropriate to human nature in a way that transcends cultural and 
historical differences. In this pursuit, humans are acting in a fundamental way 
in accordance with the natural law and with their own self-interest, since these 
are the good necessary to human flourishing at a basic level.

Three Levels of Moral Action
The natural inclinations and their apprehension by reason of their object do not 
provide a necessary guarantee that humans will be able, on their own, to discern 
perfectly all the precepts of the natural law. Following Thomas, Suárez distin-
guishes among three levels of moral action that can be apprehended by reason.

First, each person is capable of apprehending basic moral principles: “Primary 
and general principles of morality,” such as “one must do good and shun evil.”15 
These basic rules are simply an articulation of an orientation to the good, but 
lack content or specificity, and can easily be misapplied: that is, somebody may 
think they are doing good but may be misled, or somebody may believe they 
are doing good for themselves but without regard to damaging the community.

Following these basic level precepts, there are secondary precepts derived from 
these that are “per se nota by their very terminology.” For example, “justice must 
be observed,” and “one must worship God.”16 These statements are tautologies 
advancing the moral conversation a few points further than the basic principles. 
These laws of the first two categories are understood by all rational humans, even 
if they may not act upon or understand the full meaning of the terms (“What is 
truth?” Pilate asks in John 13:38).17 No one, Suárez argues, can be in ignorance 
of at least “the primary and most universal principles.”18

The real work of moral discernment comes at the third level. The precepts of 
the natural law, according to Suárez consist here of conclusions that are “derived 
with an evident inference out of natural principles and which cannot be known 
save through rational reflection.”19 At this level, we face the challenging questions 
as to what actually constitutes doing justice. What worship of God is best and 
most appropriate? Within this group itself, there are precepts that are more likely 
to be accepted and recognized and some that are not immediately understandable 
or discerned. Acceptance and clarity will vary both on a person-to-person basis, 
as well as from community to community and nation to nation.
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The negative precepts of natural law, according to Suárez, “are and have 
been always necessary the same in whatever state of nature. They prohibit the 
intrinsically evil acts which are in whatever state.”20 Thus, there is a certain floor 
of moral actions always prohibited by the natural law, which does not change 
regardless of time and place. Nevertheless, Suárez acknowledges that the posi-
tive precepts of the natural law come into force in different ways depending on 
context: “it may happen that one situation presents opportunities to comply with 
certain precepts and in other times other precepts.”21 Here, Suárez turns to the 
examples of the different rules that may demand obedience at different times: 
at war or in peace and in sickness or in health. For example, violent actions that 
might be permissible in a situation of just war would never be permissible in 
a time of peace. Cutting somebody open, which would be morally impermis-
sible for a healthy person, might be necessary to save the life of a sick person 
through surgery.

Permissive Natural Law
Suárez’s understanding of the need for continual discernment of these natural 
law precepts leads to his development of a concept of “permissive natural law.” 
The varying applicability and appropriateness inherent in this permissive nature 
of natural law at the third level precepts leaves many questions related to human 
flourishing open, to be determined by humans based on context and observation.22

In addition, certain things may be therefore permitted or permissible under 
natural law, but changed by civil law, whether positive or customary. The most 
obvious example of this is nakedness, which was permitted to humans in a 
state of innocence. After the fall, given the exigencies of fallen human nature, 
it became necessary that we should wear some sort of clothes.23 Another more 
complex example of this relates to property ownership. Before the fall, the gen-
eral scholastic reading of the book of Genesis argued that all goods were held 
in common. Several theologians in the scholastic tradition therefore used the 
permission of private property ownership described in other places in scripture 
to justify a claim that natural law had changed to allow property ownership. 
In contrast, Suárez claims that the form of property ownership is left open by 
permissive natural law, with different precepts coming into effect at different 
times. There is no necessary connection between common ownership and the 
state of innocence, since an unfallen society could divide property and a fallen 
one could theoretically practice common property ownership.24 Therefore, when 
we see specific division of property in a fallen state, this does not mean it was 
prescribed by natural law, but rather that the natural law “has been adapted to 
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the state and condition of humanity.”25 There are certain precepts that govern all 
property ownership, relating to justice and the care of the poor, at all times and 
in all places, but the applicability of other precepts may vary.26

Second, there are certain situations in which natural law will govern, but only 
after affirmative human actions trigger natural law’s authority. For example, once 
humans decide to make a contract, the natural law comes into effect to undergird 
the requirements of fulfilling a contract. These requirements include the duty to 
both fulfil the terms of the contract as well as banning certain contractual terms 
as unconscionable. However, contracts can also be moved out of the natural law’s 
authority. Since these precepts of the natural law “depend for their perceptive 
binding force upon the prior consent of human will,” they may also be modified 
or dispensed with by human will. For example, a superior having received a vow 
may release the person who made it or a party in a contract may agree to excuse 
performance.27 The natural law precept that vows must be kept would still govern, 
but the recipient of the promise has the ability to nullify the vow’s binding force.

This understanding of natural law provides the grounding for both civil law 
and economic policies. However, it is not directly replicated in either. In civil 
law, the lawmakers reason from the natural law precepts in order to determine 
what application is appropriate for that specific situation and community. “In this 
way, all good acts are made concrete in particular by the reason and the criteria 
of men.”28 Thus, we can view all civil lawmaking as an exercise in appropriately 
discerning the third level precepts of the natural law.29 This is an exercise in leg-
islative humility, since it requires also an acknowledgement of both fallibility (the 
discernment may be wrong) and finiteness (the discernment is inevitably limited). 
The question therefore becomes generally not whether civil laws are perfect, but 
to what degree of perfection and helpfulness they may obtain, and how reason 
can improve them. For example, laws governing contracts will necessarily fail 
to list all items that might make a contract’s fulfillment unconscionable. They 
might also omit all the requirements related to specific performance, simply 
because they would not have been envisioned at the time the law was drafted, 
but are developed and discerned over time.

Community, Contracts, and the Common Good
In Suárez, we see a development beyond Aquinas at this point: the people along 
with the legislator are also actively involved in this process of discernment and 
alignment with natural law.30 Suárez presents this combination as crucial to proper 
discernment. The rulers, on the one hand, are likely to be better educated, hope-
fully more virtuous, and possess a broader political perspective. The people, on 
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the other hand, are better equipped through their lived experience to determine 
exactly how the third level precepts should be most appropriately developed 
in each community. Both the limits on civil law and the concept of permissive 
natural law leave a large scope of human life open to formation by the moral 
development of the community.

The engagement between ruler and ruled to develop civil law is not the only 
place in which the natural law is discerned. Rather, Suárez clearly envisions this 
analysis of the application of the natural law taking place in social spaces as well 
as through the mechanism of government. One of the social spaces he considers 
is the economic realm, as his examples of contracts and property theory given 
above demonstrate. In the economic sphere, there are the interactions between 
individuals as well as the interactions between individuals and the state, all of 
which are components of proper discernment.31

This emphasis upon the role of the people raises the question as to how the 
people, whether acting in dialogue with the ruler or in relationship with each 
other in the economic and civic spheres, discern the proper instantiation of the 
natural law. In understanding natural law as discerned and obtained through 
communal activity—and not merely the province of legislative action—Suárez 
draws an explicit connection between law and the common good. Life lived in 
proper accordance with the natural law will result in

the natural happiness (felicitatem naturalem) of the perfect or autonomous 
human community which it governs, and of each of the people who are 
members of it. This is, certainly, living in peace and justice and with enough 
goods which are necessary for the maintenance and wellbeing in the material 
life, and with the proper customs which are necessary for the social peace, the 
happiness of the republic, and the adequate conservation of human nature.”32

This definition of the common good covers a large range of topics—from eco-
nomic to legal to interpersonal engagement. By describing the common good 
as requiring not only peace and justice, but also economic benefits that go be-
yond “maintenance,” that is, achieving the basic sustenance to maintain life to 
actual well-being, Suárez reminds us that natural law is not simply present to 
impose order but to advance and improve the conditions of human lives through 
economic engagement as well as in all other proper spheres. Accordingly, the 
proper instantiation of the natural law will advance all of these goods both for 
the individual and the community.

Although Suárez presents a broad vision of the common good, his argument 
is neither abstract nor idealistic. First, a crucial element of his understanding of 
the common good is its context-specific nature. There is not a universal instan-
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tiation of the common good this side of the eschaton.33 Rather, it has different 
expressions, “at the time and place involved, and with respect to the people and 
community in question.”34 For a ruler or a society to try to enforce the exact 
same instantiation of common good as discerned in one community onto a dif-
ferent one without taking account of that community’s different virtues and vices 
would be a failure of prudence. It would also demonstrate a failure to realize 
the value of each community’s particular discernment of the instantiation of the 
common good in its specific contexts, as well as failing to take account of the 
community’s vices and virtues.

Second, the common good requires a commitment to ensuring that the good 
of the community and of the individual are noncompetitive. The concept of the 
common good requires commonality—the whole community should benefit from 
the sum total of the actions carried out within the different spheres that comprise 
communal life. However, this does not require that individuals give up pursuing 
their own flourishing or that the flourishing of the individual is subordinated in 
the collective. Rather, Suárez argues that the common good develops out of the 
pursuit of the common good by individuals within the community. He argues, 
for example, that the common good even leaves room for special protection or 
granting of privileges to individuals who may not enjoy all the benefits of the 
common good. In fact, this protection of the individual may even be at times 
morally obligatory in order to promote justice and protect the common good.35 
This attempt to balance the obligation to protect the individual while promoting 
the common good is one of the factors that separates Suárez’s eudemonism from 
utilitarianism. While he does emphasize the general and communal aspects, he 
is always seeking opportunities to ensure that justice is promoted both for the 
community and the individual (who is not a factor in utilitarian calculus).36 As 
much as possible therefore, laws and policies that uphold the common good will 
be noncompetitive with the good of the individual.

Markets, Regulation, and the Common Good
To return then to our original question, how does this theory of natural law leave 
space both for the functioning of self-interest and the promotion of other goods 
within the economic sphere? We can trace a connection for Suárez between the 
healthy self-interest in the promotion of economic flourishing and the economic 
life to the other natural goods which, as described above, comprise the fullness 
of the common good. Humans are not simply want-satisfying machines, but we 
are beings who do have important natural instincts to the good and the capacity, 
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when functioning together in community, to discern some level of proper com-
munal pursuit of those goods.

In other words, rather than seeing theories of the market as contrary to natural 
law, Suárez envisions just such a space in which determinations are made accord-
ing to competitive self-interest, which is motivated by seeking after the natural 
goods and can result, given proper regulations and a virtuous community, in better 
obtainment of the precepts of the natural law. This insight could be described in 
economic terms as a conviction that the interactions of those in the community 
in the commercial square, when given the chance to interact according to their 
natural instincts to their own good, will naturally develop toward some sort of 
Pareto efficiency.

This potential for appropriate communal development of the economic sphere 
does not foreclose the need for adjustments within the community to achieve a 
more just result. This is in fact the role of the ruler. However, the ruler’s finite 
nature means that he or she lacks the capacity to legislate in such a way as to accord 
with the fullness of justice and the common good in each particular community. 
Good civil laws can provide a baseline or a re-allocation but cannot replace the 
possibilities for communal discernment of the good made possible by the market.

Conclusion
Thus, Suárez provides a general schema for exploring the connection between 
the discernment of natural law’s proper instantiation in the discrete community, 
the pursuit of self-interested action in the economic sphere, and the intrinsic 
connection between the individual and communal common good in a manner 
that might provide for potential engagement between economics and theology. 
Rather than calling for a rejection of one approach or another, it at least provides 
a theoretical framework for interdisciplinary exploration of questions such as 
what are the incentives available within the market, through the state, and through 
communal life that can lead to behavior that promotes human flourishing? What 
are the fundamental patterns of human action that can be discovered through 
economic insights and natural law discernment? What is business actually good 
for? And what goods are appropriate to pursue by business?
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